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§ Quick	overview	of	TDAQ	for	HL-LHC	(not	part	of	strategy!)	
as	an	intro	to	other	future	projects:	

§ ILC,	CLIC	(FCC-ee)	

§ FCC-hh	(HE-LHC,	chinese	colliders	)	

§ DUNE	(Hyper-K)	

§ Not	covering:	g-2,	MICE,	CTA,	SKA,	XFEL	detectors,	
smaller	experiments,	etc.	

§ Direction	of	technologies	relevant	to	TDAQ	

§ Answers	to	questions	

§ Discussion

Approach	of	this	talk
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LHC	Experiments	in	the	middle	of	Upgrades!
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kCHF

Not	necessarily	up	to	date

F	Pastore	ISOTDAQ	2018



TDAQ	Requirements
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Pushing	the	limits
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ATLAS	&	CMS:	complementary	approaches
�6

§ CMS:	allow	large	data	flow	
bandwidth	and	invest	in	
scalable	commercial	network	
and	processing	systems

1.6. Heavy Ion Operation in Phase-2 23

1.5.3 “Opportunistic Cloud” on the HLT Infrastructure

Currently, the HLT farm is used outside of stable beams periods as a “cloud” resource to pro-
cess standard CMS offline workflows (reconstruction, Monte Carlo) [17]. This is done in tech-
nical stop periods as well as during inter-fills, and significantly contributes to the CMS offline
processing capacity. The use of HLT CPU for offline processing constitutes an important opti-
mization of resources and is expected to be continued in both Run-3 and Phase-2.

1.6 Heavy Ion Operation in Phase-2
The HL-LHC will continue to be able to operate in PbPb collider mode. The PbPb interaction
rate at the LHC center-of-mass energy is about 50 kHz, and the average PbPb interaction corre-
sponds to about 200 pp pile-up, with central collisions peaking at 300. Since central collisions
only represent some 10% of the total, and taking into account the Phase-2 readout scheme of
the various sub-detectors, only the average size and the total bandwidth are relevant. Hence,
the entire 50 kHz raw event rate can in principle be fed to the HLT, assuming just a simple min-
imum bias Level-1 trigger. As the installation of a storage system capable of higher bandwidth
than required for pp operation is not currently foreseen, the HLT output rate will be limited to
about 7 kHz. Detailed studies are needed, using the full Phase-2 simulation and reconstruction,
to devise a Level-1 and HLT strategy to select heavy-ion events to be recorded. In this context,
the use of Level-1 in tagging mode to seed the HLT is particularly relevant.

1.7 Summary
The Phase-2 requirements of the CMS Trigger and DAQ are summarised in Table 1.3 for two
different pileup scenarios. For the rest of this document, only the peak hPUi = 200 scenario
will be considered.

Table 1.3: CMS Phase-2 trigger and DAQ projected running parameters, compared to the de-
sign values of the current Run-2 system.

LHC HL-LHC
CMS detector Run-2 Phase-2
Peak hPUi 60 140 200

L1 accept rate (maximum) 100 kHz 500 kHz 750 kHz
Event Size 2.0 MB a 5.7 MB b 7.4 MB
Event Network throughput 1.6 Tb/s 23 Tb/s 44 Tb/s
Event Network buffer (60 seconds) 12 TB 171 TB 333 TB
HLT accept rate 1 kHz 5 kHz 7.5 kHz
HLT computing power c 0.5 MHS06 4.5 MHS06 9.2 MHS06
Storage throughput 2.5 GB/s 31 GB/s 61 GB/s
Storage capacity needed (1 day) 0.2 PB 2.7 PB 5.3 PB

aDesign value.
bObtained by scaling the Event Size at hPUi = 200 with pile-up (140/200), except for sub-detectors with fixed

size readout.
cDoes not include Data Quality Monitoring.

is not expected to increase with pileup. Given the uncertainty on new requirements from upgraded detectors,
however, a margin of 10% is maintained.

Chapter 2

Phase-2 DAQ Baseline Design

The baseline architecture of the DAQ is sketched in Fig. 2.1. The optical links from detector
front-ends are aggregated in detector-dependent back-end boards. A DAQ and TCDS Hub
(DTH), described in more detail in Section 2.1, aggregates data from multiple back-ends and
combines streams to feed high speed commercial optical links (D2S links) with 100 Gb/s or
larger bandwidth, providing the necessary buffering for time decoupling and transmission
using a reliable high-level protocol. The D2S links carry the data to surface, connecting the
DTH output to the I/O servers responsible for event building. The DTH is also responsible for
distributing trigger accept and timing signals, as well as trigger control codes for calibration
and synchronisation, to the back-end electronics, from where they are usually redistributed to
front-ends.
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Figure 2.1: Principle schematics of the baseline Phase-2 CMS DAQ.

Full event building is achieved using a high speed switching network with a total effective
cross-sectional throughput of 50 Tb/s. Events are assembled in the I/O servers themselves, and
stored in files on a fast access block device (based on DRAM or some other form of low-latency
storage) where they can be accessed by one of the HLT computers, connected to the servers
via inexpensive small switches, for processing, in a way similar to the current scheme [18],
and finally transferred to a cluster filesystem for storage, as described in Ref. [19]. The overall
design of the baseline event builder and the HLT infrastructure remains very similar to the one

25
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ATLAS	&	CMS:	complementary	approaches
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§ ATLAS:	minimize	data	flow	bandwidth	
by	using	multiple	trigger	levels	and	
regional	readout	(RoI)
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Figure 11.1: The main functional blocks of the DAQ architecture for Phase-II, with focus on inter-
faces with other systems. Dataflow is shown in yellow, Readout in Green. The EF components are
shown for reference in Red. The arrows linked to Online Software indicate the path for monitoring,
control and configuration operations, denoting the integration of all components with the software
infrastructure.

11.4 Detector Readout

11.4.1 FELIX

As illustrated in Fig. 11.2, FELIX is the Readout system component which implements the
interface to all detector-specific electronics via custom point-to-point serial-links. FELIX
also acts as the interface to the Data Handlers, monitoring, control & configuration and
DCS via a commodity multi-gigabit network. TTC information will be received by FELIX
from the Local Trigger Interface (LTI) and relayed to detector FE electronics systems in a
format satisfying system-specific requirements. The main idea behind the FELIX concept is
the development of a modular system which makes it possible to independently upgrade
or modify aspects of the system such as computing and buffering resources, network tech-
nology or supported point-to-point (or PON) serial-link protocols. The ability to evolve
through further upgrades is a key feature of the Readout System when one considers the
performance requirements and long development cycle leading to Phase-II, as well as the
long lifetime of the ATLAS experiment beyond this period.

The ATLAS choice of optical link technology connecting to on-detector electronics is the
Versatile Link [11.1] for Phase-I upgrades and the Versatile Link PLUS [11.2] for Phase-II

293

ATLAS	TDAQ	Phase	II	TDR	(publicly	out	soon!)



ATLAS	&	CMS	Phase	II:	need	for	hardware	track	trigger
�8

ATLAS CMS
Hough 

Transform

Tracklets

Associative 
Memories

CMS: LOW-PT TRACK FILTERING

➡ Special outer tracker modules 
➡ two layers of silicon at few mm
➡ using cluster width and stacked trackers

➡Design tracker to have coherent pT 
threshold in the full volume
➡exploiting strong magnetic field of CMS

48

Track finding optionsTrack filtering (low pT)

Reduce readout 40 ➟1MHz by detector coincidences

➤ Data rates > 50-100 Tbps 
➤ Latency: 4+1 μs 
➤ Three R&D efforts: FPGA/ASIC

40MHz 1MHz

ATLAS: EVOLUTION OF FAST TRACK TRIGGER

49

Associative Memories➡ Based on current FTK system
➡ Track-filtering: pattern-

recognition with AM
➡ Track-fitting: linearised 

algorithms in FPGAs

FTK-AM05AM2020:  

28nm technology 
250 MHz clock 

➡ Fast Readout speed on the silicon detectors (in 30 us latency)
➡ Massively parallel, O(500) boards, with 1-4 MHz input rate

➡ New generation chips (AM2020), 0.5 Million patterns each (total ~Billion)

➡ Can either select before HLT or 
help HLT decision (single or 
double-level architecture)
➡ Depending on rates (and luminosity)
➡ May need a short latency (30 µs) 

system if L0 rate grows up to 4MHz

ATLAS: EVOLUTION OF FAST TRACK TRIGGER
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➡ Can either select before HLT or 
help HLT decision (single or 
double-level architecture)
➡ Depending on rates (and luminosity)
➡ May need a short latency (30 µs) 

system if L0 rate grows up to 4MHz

F	Pastore	ISOTDAQ	2018

Track	Finding	stage	will	use	FPGA	(Hough	
Transform	or	Kalman	Filter)



LHCb	Run	3:	No	low-level	Trigger!
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59

PCs/PCIe40

➡ FE-readout 
➡ zero-suppressing
➡ Single custom FPGA-card (PCIe40)
➡ ~1000 GBT (4.8 Gb/s) rad-hard

➡ DAQ network
➡ scalable up to 500 x 100Gbps links 
➡ ethernet/ EDR IB/ Intel OPA? 

➡ all at reasonable cost: R&D ongoing on network, versatile links

 Inside  
Cavern   

Surface 
data 

centre

Massive link usage

Readout: <40 MHz 
Event size: 100kB 
DAQ: <40 Tbit/s 
Record: 100 kHz

HOW TO LIVE WELL WITHOUT A L1 TRIGGER

F	Pastore	ISOTDAQ	2018



LHC	experiments	comparison	
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NETWORK TRAFFIC COMPARISON

60

Internet 
traffic in 
2010

F	Pastore	ISOTDAQ	2018



ILC/CLIC:	different	beam	timing	structure

�11

ILC/CLIC	DAQ	is	triggerless,	needs	to	perform	zero	suppression	and	undergoes	
power	pulsing	

train ILC:	199	ms	
CLIC:	20	ms

ILC:	1	ms	
CLIC:	156	ns

ILC:	1312-2625	bunches	
CLIC:	354-312	bunches

ILC:344-366	ns	
CLIC:0.5	ns



ILC/CLIC	vs	LHC/HL-LHC	:	some	comparisons
�12

FCC-ee:	no	time	structure	like	ILC/CLIC,	but	similar	
requirements	in	terms	of	detector	readout	channels,	etc.

ILC CLIC	(380	GeV,	1.4,	3TeV) LHC	(design) HL-LHC

number	of	bunches 1312	or	2625 354,	312,	312 2808 2748

bunch	spacing 366	ns	or	344	ns 0.5	ns 25	ns 25	ns

bunch	train	length 1	ms 156	ns N/A N/A

Lme	between	bunch	train 199	ms 20	ms N/A N/A

bunch	train	repeLLon	
rate 5	Hz 50	Hz N/A N/A

collision	rate 13	kHz	(ave)	~	MHz	(peak) 50	Hz 40	MHz 40	MHz

event	building	rate 13	kHz 50	Hz 100	kHz 1	MHz

detector	readout	
channels 2-5x10^9 3-4x10^9 10^8 7x10^8

max	data	throughput ~500	Gb/s ~2.4	Tb/s 3	Tb/s 20-40	Tb/s



SiD	and	ILD	DAQ
�13

ILC	TDR	Volume	4



§ EUDET-style	telescope:	

§ Mimosa26	(MAPS)	

§ NI	FlexRIO	system:	

§ LVDS	front-end	

§ FPGA	card	(Virtex	5)	

§ PXIe	crate	

§ Trigger	Logic	Unit	(TLU)	

§ Triggerless	readout	and	improvements	

§ custom	FPGA	card	to	replace	NI	

§ AIDA-2020	TLU	

§ Caribou:	

§ Xilinx	ZC-706	(1/10	Gbit	ethernet),	FMC,	
interface	board,	chip	boards,	etc.

Beam	Telescope	from	AIDA(-2020)
�14

S	Spannagel	ISOTDAQ	2018



CLICdp	DAQ
�15

CLIC	CDR



Future	very	high	energy	colliders:	eg	FCC-hh
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LHC	(design) HL-LHC FCC-hh

Energy 14	TeV 14	TeV 100	TeV

Circumference 26	km 26	km 100	km

Dipole	field 8.33	T 8.33	T 16	T

number	of	bunches 2808 2748 10600	(25	ns)	53000	(5	ns)

bunch	spacing 25	ns 25	ns 25	(5)	ns

Max	Luminosity 3	x	10^34 7.5	x	10^34 1-5	x	10^34

collision	rate 40	MHz 40	MHz 40	MHz	(200	MHz)

event	building	rate 100	kHz 1	MHz what	can	we	achieve?

detector	readout	channels 10^8 7x10^8 ?

max	data	throughput 3	Tb/s 20-40	Tb/s need	10k	Tb/s?

Peak	Pile	up 27	(hahaha!) 200 171	(34)



FCC-hh:	100	TeV	simulations
�17

Bologna,	Brooke,	Newbold,	Sphicas,		
FCC	week	2018	Amsterdam

Using	CMS	simulation

LHC	threshold:	25	GeV LHC	threshold:	30	GeV LHC	threshold:	120	GeV



Now	for	something	a	bit	different…	DUNE	(Hyper-K)
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ISOTDAQ 2018, Vienna
22/02/2018

Enrico Gamberini

DUNE

● Extremely varied physics program
○ Neutrino beam -> external trigger possible
○ Supernova explosion -> very late trigger
○ Proton decay, atmospheric & solar neutrino measurements -> local and rare signature

● Challenge for the Trigger and DAQ system:
○ Fit very different requirements

● TPC sampled at 2 MHz continuous readout, photon detectors sampled at 150 
MHz (local triggering)
○ Signal for a particle forming over msecs
○ Downstream TDAQ elements decide when anything interesting happened inside the 

active volume
○ Combination over time windows of thresholds, tracking, distributed activity signatures, …

18



DUNE	(Hyper-K)
�19

ISOTDAQ 2018, Vienna
22/02/2018

Enrico Gamberini

DUNE TDAQ
● For 10kT, plan on 150 Anode Plane Assemblies (APAs) -> 9 Tbps over 12k links

○ > 10 PB/year in first year

● All data CAN be streamed out of the detector… so why not do it?!

● Very high up-time (> 99%)

● Collect beam + atmospheric neutrinos as well as proton decay candidates with 
high resolution and no dead-time

● Collect data with the most favorable zero-suppression possible over > 10 s 
periods (supernova trigger)

● + all DAQ ancillaries (event building, calibration, control, …)

19

ISOTDAQ 2018, Vienna
22/02/2018

Enrico Gamberini

Possible DUNE TDAQ

● Readout with very large buffer to 
account for long L0/L1 latency (tens 
of secs)

● Trigger primitives extraction 
integrated into readout (or carried 
out in separate computer farm)

● Data compression to reduce 
storage and network needs

● Extra processing and data 
reduction after event builder 
possible

23

ISOTDAQ 2018, Vienna
22/02/2018

Enrico Gamberini

Buffering?
● How to buffer ~10 Tb/s for 10 s !?

● Development of a KeyValue storage system  based on new IntelⓇ memory 
technology: 
https://indico.cern.ch/event/669648/contributions/2802031/attachments/1581153/2499892/fogKV.pdf

24

● Decouple real time data 
acquisition from asynchronous 
event selection:
○ Large, temporary storage of 

O(100) PB
○ High throughput of O(10) TB/s

● Fits DUNE long term needs:
○ O(100) TB storage
○ O(10) TB/s throughput



Trying	things	out	this	Summer…
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ISOTDAQ 2018, Vienna
22/02/2018

Enrico Gamberini

ProtoDUNE SP TDAQ environment

● 6 Anode Plane Assemblies (APA)
○ TPC ~ 430 Gb/s (continuous readout; 15360 ch @ 2MHz) 
○ Photon Detectors ~ 1 Gb/s (locally triggered)

● SPS super cycle structure: 2 x 4.8 s bursts in 48 s
○ Full readout -> ~85 Gb/s
○ Too much for DAQ as well as for storage and offline!

● Introduction of a simple global trigger to mitigate data flow
○ Retain full readout off detector
○ Cannot rely on triggering on TPC signatures, because there is too much activity from 

cosmic rays.

● Lossless data compression to reduce event size

37

ISOTDAQ 2018, Vienna
22/02/2018

Enrico Gamberini

TPC Readout Systems

● 2 solutions being implemented
○ Baseline: ATCA platform from SLAC
○ Prototype alternative: ATLAS FELIX + network connected PCs

● Aim to identify strong/weak points of both solutions
○ As components 
○ Within a complete DAQ system

● 5 APAs will be readout via ATCA boards (12800 ch), 1 APA (2560 ch) via FELIX
○ 2 firmware variants in front-end electronics
○ API for transparently treating data at offline software level

40



§ LHC	experiments	TDAQ	performed	very	well!	

§ Started	building	Phase	I	and	Phase	II	TDAQ	Upgrades	(PU=200!)	

§ similar	philosophies	to	current	LHC	

§ Physics	needs	require	same	(or	lower)	trigger	pT	threshold	compared	to	today:		

§ high	trigger	rates	controlled	by	use	of	hardware	tracker	trigger	

§ LHCb	pioneering	full	readout	for	Run	3	(for	their	small	event	size…)	

§ ILC/CLIC	(FCC-ee)	

§ At	face	value	very	feasible	compared	to	LHC,	but	high	peak	rates,	large	number	of	
channels	and	power	pulsing	might	prove	to	be	tricky	

§ FCC-hh	

§ large	rates!!	large	data	throughput	and	5	ns	operation	sounds	tricky	(porting	LHC	or	HL-
LHC	methods	to	FCC-hh	implies	very	large	pT	threshold,	ok	with	that?)		

§ Reminder:for	discovery	(not	precision)	ok	with	large	pT	thresholds	and	prescaled	triggers	

§ Dune	(Hyper-K)	

§ challenging	parameters	and	need	for	versatile	system

Summary	of	the	future	experiments	tour
�21



§ Trigger	&	DAQ	components:	

§ Readout	links/buffers	

§ Timing	

§ Processors	

§ Protocols	

§ Switching	networks

Technology	trends	to	help	us	accomplish	this
�22

A	DAQ	system



§ Pixel	readout:	RD53	collaboration

Frontend	readout
�23



Frontend	readout:	Optical	links
�24
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Frontend	readout:	Optical	links
�25
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Buffers
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Timing	systems
�27
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Processors
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Latency	ranging	from	100	to	2	μs

TRIGGER PROCESSORS: TECHNOLOGY TRENDS

➡Push digital IC on a single chip (SoC) 
➡Higher complexity  ⇒ higher chip density ⇒ smaller 

size (transistors and memory): 32 nm ⇒ 10 nm

26

The golden time for “easy” digital electronics is over
 High-Speed Digital Design: A Handbook of Black Magic

➡Limits by Power Wall for
➡High frequency clocks (20MHz to 20 GHz and beyond)
➡Low noise

➡Analog interference on digital electronics (noise, cross-talk, reflections)
➡Current technology could not be simply scaled

➡ Significant improvements/breakthroughs: aggressive R&D 

Nowadays

Tomorrow

reduce latency

F	Pastore	ISOTDAQ	2018



Processors
�29TRENDS: COMBINED TECHNOLOGY

The right choice can be to combine the best of both 
worlds by analysing which strengths of FPGA, GPU and 
CPU best fit the different demands of the application.

27

Nvidia	GPUs:		
3.5	B	transistors Virtex-7	FPGA:		

6.8	B	transistors

F	Pastore	ISOTDAQ	2018



Processors
�30

TRIGGER SOFTWARE EVOLUTION

28

➡ Higher pileup means:
➡ Linear increase of digitisation time
➡ Factorial increase of reconstruction time
➡ Larger events, lots of more memoryfrequency wall

MORE NEEDS

Evolution in programming paradigms, tools and libraries

Throughput and memory scaling for  
a tracking demonstrator

Multi-proc memory

Multi-thread memory

Equivalent throughput

➡Move towards multithreaded processing
➡ Multiple events in flight, sub-event 

parallelism
➡ Exploiting HW is more complicated (vectors, 

memory sharing…)

memory wall

F	Pastore	ISOTDAQ	2018



§ Use	Case	example:	Pattern	recognition	
(tracks)	in	hardware	

§ GPU:	ALICE	uses	Cellular	
Automaton	and	Kalman	filtering	for	
their	TPC	tracking:	10	times	faster	
than	CPU	

§ FPGA:	LHCb	studying	the	Retina	
approach	

§ Associative	Memories		

Processors
�31

A	Negri	ISOTDAQ	2018



Processors:	GPUs
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G	Lamanna	ISOTDAQ	2018



FPGAs
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Major Manufacturers   
�  Xilinx  

�  First company to produce FPGAs in 1985 

�  About 55% market share, today 

�  SRAM based CMOS devices 

�  Intel FPGA (formerly Altera) 

�  About 35% market share 

�  SRAM based CMOS devices 

�  Microsemi (Actel) 

�  Anti-fuse FPGAs 

�  Flash based FPGAs 

�  Mixed Signal 

�  Lattice Semiconductor 

�  SRAM based with integrated Flash PROM 

�  low power 

(Formerly                 ) 

H	Sakulin	ISOTDAQ	2018



FPGAs
�34

Ever-decreasing feature size 

28 nm Xilinx Virtex-7 / Altera Stratix V 
 

130 nm 
Xilinx Virtex-2 

�  Higher capacity 

�  Higher speed 

�  Lower power 
consumption 

5.5 million logic cells 

16 nm Xilinx UltraScale + 

4 million logic cells 

14 nm Intel Stratix 10 
Slowing down 

H	Sakulin	ISOTDAQ	2018



FPGAs
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System-On-a-Chip (SoC) FPGAs 

Xlinix Zynq 
 
Altera Stratix 10 

CPU(s) + Peripherals + FPGA in one package 

H	Sakulin	ISOTDAQ	2018



FPGAs
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FPGAs in Server Processors and the Cloud 

�  Since 2016: Intel Xeon Server Processor with FPGA in 
socket  
�  Intel acquired  

Altera in 2015 

 

 

�  FPGAs in the cloud  
�   Amazon Elastic Cloud F1 instances 

�  8 CPUs / 1 Xlinix UltraScale+ FPGA 

�  64 CPUs / 8 Xlinix UltraScale+ FPGA 

H	Sakulin	ISOTDAQ	2018



PCIe
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PCIe example: ATLAS FELIX

• 2016
• ≤ 48 duplex optical links
• XilinX Ultrascale FPGA
• 2x DDR4 SO-DIMM
• PCIe 3.0 x16
• Wupper DMA

(Open Source!)

14/02/2017 ISOTDAQ 2018 - Introduction to PCIe 11

P	Durante	ISOTDAQ	2018



PCIe
�38

PCIe – Theoretical data rates

• “Aggregate” bandwidth in both directions
• Considering 20% encoding overhead in 1.x and 2.x

14/02/2017 ISOTDAQ 2018 - Introduction to PCIe 54
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PCIe – Effective data rates

• ρ = 𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 × 𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑒 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ
𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔

× 𝑀𝑃𝑆
𝑀𝑃𝑆+𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠

• Example: Gen2 x8, 128 Bytes MPS

• ρ = 40 × 0.8 × 128
128+24

= 32 x 0.84 = 26.9 Gb/s

• Example: Gen3 x8, 128 Bytes MPS

• ρ = 64 × 0.98 × 128
128+24

= 62.7 x 0.84 = 52.6 Gb/s

• Example: Gen3 x8, 256 Bytes MPS

• ρ = 64 × 0.98 × 256
256+24

= 62.7 x 0.91 = 57 Gb/s

14/02/2017 ISOTDAQ 2018 - Introduction to PCIe 55

Theoretical bandwidth Packet efficiency
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PCIe Gen4 – On Silicon
Mellanox ConnectX®-5 IBM Power AC922 (2018?)
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Dual-Port 100 Gbit/s

Available!

LnkCap: Port #0, Speed 16GT/s, Width x16, ASPM L0s L1
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Run 1: 100 GB/s network
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§ 1.	What	are	potential	developments	in	this	field?	

§ see	previous	slides	

§ reminder	from	A	Tapper:	Machine	Learning	in	Trigger	systems	(NN	in	µs!)	

§ reminder	from	M	Wing:	UK	very	active	in	DAQ	for	smaller	experiments,	developments	
and	synergies	happening	there	as	well	

§ 2.	What	consensus	/	conflicts	(on	what	should	be	done	in	longer	term	european	particle	
physics)	are	there	in	this	area?	

§ Commercial	vs	custom	components	

§ Firmware	done	by	engineers	vs	physicists/PhDs…	(issues	of	design,	maintenance,	etc.)	

§ 2	main	future	strategies:	

§ Process	data	on-detector	and	move	all	of	it	without	trigger	to	offline	processing	

§ Implement	sophisticated	multi-layer	trigger	algorithms	using	fast	hardware	
components	

§ 3.	What	are	experimental	possibilities	to	do	that?	Are	different	scenarios	already	envisaged?	

§ As	shown	in	previous	slides,	some	options	currently	being	studied	and	looked	into	

§ Remember	that	detectors	including	TDAQ	systems	need	a	lot	of	R&D	and	long	lead	time

Questions	from	Input	committee
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§ 4.	What	are	the	choices	for	the	strategy?	What	can	the	UK	agree	to	input?	

§ Given	the	future	experiments	TDAQ	challenges:	

§ 1.	more	collaboration	between	projects	is	needed!	

§ European	national	labs	could	host	week-long	TDAQ	specific	conferences	

§ UK-centric:	organize	IOP-like	UK	TDAQ	workshops		

§ 2.	more	collaboration	with	industry	is	needed!	

§ European	national	labs	should	help	university	groups	with	industry	contacts	

§ UK-centric:	make	use	of	ISCF	

§ 3.	more	training	of	PhD	students	in	this	area	is	needed	

§ UK-centric:	need	a	CDT	in	detector/TDAQ	technologies!	

§ 4.	CERN	RD	Collaboration	useful?	Extension	of	OpenLab?	

§ Others:	

§ Discussion:

Questions	from	Input	committee
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Back-ups



ILC	machine	parameters	from	TDR
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CALICE	DAQ:	Architecture
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Detector	Unit:	1	layer	of	a	Calo	module	(30-50	layers)	
1	LDA	=	10	DIFs	
1	ODR	=	4	LDAs



CALICE	DAQ:	Architecture
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Detector 
Unit DIF 

Detector Unit: Sensors & ASICs  
DIF: Detector InterFace  -connects generic DAQ and 

services 
Cambridge

LDA Link/Data Aggregator – fanout/in DIFs & drive link to ODR

CCC 

Manchester

Clock & Control Card: Fanout to ODRs (or LDAs) 

UCL

Host PC 

PC
Ie

 

ODR 

RHUL

ODR: Off Detector Receiver – PC interface for system



§ DIF-LDA	link:		

§	theoretical	limit:	40	Mbits/s	measured:	28	Mbits/s	(40%	higher	than	worst-case	scenario	of	detectors)	

§	in	practice:	20	Mbits/s:	ASICS	organised	in	4	parallel	daisy-chains,	each	running	at	a	5	MHz	clock	

§ 	LDA-ODR	link:	

§	data	rate	of	28	x	10	=	280	Mbits/s	<<	link	speed	of	1	Gbit/s	

§	4	x	200	Mbits/s	=	800	Mbits/s	received	by	each	ODR	

§ ODR	writing	to	memory	or	RAID:	

§	2	ODRs	in	1	DAQ	PC	=	200	MBytes/s	

§	measured	ODR	writing	to	RAM	=		

§	1	PCIExpress	lane:	310	MBytes/s	(constant	with	data	size)	

§	2:	doubles,	3:	increase	by	100MBytes	4:	no	gain	→max	transfer	rate:	700	MBytes/s	

§	measured	ODR	writing	to	disk	using	scatter-gather:	280	MBytes/s	>	200	MBytes/s

CALICE	DAQ:	Performance
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§ PCs	are	cheap	but	unreliable:	use	TCA	crates	

§ since	used	FPGAs	and	PCIExpress	→	easily	port	to	TCA	

§ using	commercial	components	is	good	but	not	commercial	boards	

§	don’t	necessarily	contain	all	the	functionality	

§	experienced	different	performance	from	advertised	

§	introduces	a	middle-man

CALICE	DAQ:	Lessons
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ODR	(RHUL)
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Host PC 
PC

Ie
 

ODR 

Storage 

CCC 

Hardware: 
•  Using commercial FPGA dev-board: 

–  PLDA XPressFX100 
–  Xilinx Virtex 4, 8xPCIe, 2x SFP (or 3 with expansion 

board) 
–  Early cards are faulty, investigation with supplier on-

going 

•  Our own firmware and Linux driver software 

SFPs for optic link 

Expansion (e.g. 
3xSFP) 

•  Receives module data from LDA 
–  PCI-Express card, hosted in PC.  
–  4 links/card, 1-3 cards/PC 
–  Buffers and transfers to store as fast as possible 

•  Fibre optic link to detector via SFP modules (std networking hw) 
–  Currently GigE (1.25Gb), but could be higher and use different 

proto. 

•  Sends controls and config to LDA for distribution to DIFs 
•  Interfaces to CCC for synchro running 

–  Goal to send clock and prompt controls over optic link too 
–  Reset and reprog FPGAs 



CCC	(UCL)
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• CCC unit provides machine clock and fast 
signals to 8x ODR/LDA. 

•  Logic control (FPGA, connected via USB) 
– Command encoders 
– Remote signal enable, clock selection 
– But capable of stand-alone, dumb mode 

•  Provision for async scintillator type signals 
(VFast) 

•  LDA provides next stage fanout to DIFs 
– Eg CCC unit -> 8 LDAs -> 10 DIFs = 80 DUs.  

•  Signalling over same HDMI type cabling 
•  Facility to generate optical link clock 

(~125-250MHz from ~50MHz machine clock) 
• Commercial systems are not ideal here. 

– Looking at custom protocol on fibre optic link 
– Prompt signals and low jitter clock recovery needs further investigation 

LDA 

LDA 

Host PC 
PC

Ie
 

ODR 

CCC 

Host PC 

PC
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ODR 

Machine 

Run-
Control 



§ EU	FP	7	AIDA:	Advanced	Infrastructures	for	Detectors	and	Accelerators	

§	http://aida.web.cern.ch/aida/index.html	

§	started	Feb	1st	2011	for	4	years	

§	80	institutes	and	labs	from	23	EU	countries	

§	8m	€	from	EU	and	26m	€	in	total	

§	It aims to upgrade, improve and integrate key European research infrastructures and develop advanced detector technologies for 
future particle accelerators (LHC upgrade, Linear Colliders, Neutrino facilities and Super-B factories) in line with the European 
Strategy for Particle Physics.

§ coordinated by CERN

§ UK  institutes: QMUL, RHUL, STFC, UCAM, UNIGLA, UNILIV, UNIBRIS, 
UOXF, USFD

Current	activities:	AIDA
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Optical	readout
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SILICON PHOTONICS
• Traditional VCSEL (Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Lasers)

• Maximum NRZ rate is about 28Gb/s 

• can achieve 56Gb/s using PAM4 (28 GBaud)

• Limited distance (<100m, multimode fiber) and BER

• But: lowest power consumption, lowest packaging cost

• Silicon Photonics

• Integrated optical components on a Silicon Wafer, using silicon 
manufacturing technology

• Faster modulators: 56Gb/s and 112Gb/s (56 Gbaud)

• Longer distance (500m to 2 km), due to single mode fiber

• Higher power consumption, higher packaging cost

• SiPho integration gives a path to 100Gb/s and much beyond

• Use the integration and WDM (Wavelength Division Multiplexing)

• We are working to reduce power consumption in line (~2.5W at 800 
Gb/s)

• Assumes on-board optics and close proximity to the FPGA

Courtesy LETI

Courtesy Macom
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